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ABSTRACT

Tbls paper looks at the manner in which airborne and sacelllte radar altimeters

have developed and where the trend is leading. The alcborne altimeters have progressed

from a broad-beamed, narrow pulsed, nadir looking instrument, to a pulse-compressed

system that is computer controlled, to a scanning pencil-beamed system that can produce
a topographic map of the surface beneath the aircraft in real time. The future of the

airborne systems seems to lie in the use of multiple frequencies. The satellite alti-

meters have evolved towards multl-frequency systems with narrower effective pulses and
higher pulse compression ratios to reduce peak transmitted power while improving reso-
lutlon. Future applications seem to indicate wide swath systems using Interferometric

techniques or beam-llmlted systems using 100 m diameter antennas, t

1 • INTRODUCTION

In this paper we will take the term "radar a_.xmeter to mean a radar system whose
data product Is prlmarily a dlrec*, range measurement of the sea surface elevation, i

This eliminates from conslderr.'ion synthetic aperture radars, slde-looklng radars, and
wave spectrometers since they use range measurements to identify a region on the sea
surface from which they measure the backscattered power', not the el_vatlon. We will
discuss the airborne systems first since their development has anticipated the satel-
lite systems.

t

2. AIRBORNE RADAR ALTIMETERS

Table 1 cotpares the features of three airborne radar altimeter systems of i
increasing sophistication. Th_ first system was developed in a cooperative effort i

between the Naval Research l.,boratory (NRL) and NASA/GSFC Wallops Flight Facility (NFF) i
to investigate sea surface scattering experimentally. NRL designed and built two X-
band radars capable of transmitted pulse duratlona down to i riser. The inttlal radar

(Ysplea et al., 1971) investigated near surface wcattering frou the Chesapeake Light i
Tower lo_te--_ in the Atlantic Ocean fifteen miles nast of Norfolk, Virginia. The !
second sytea (¥aplea e.t al_, 1972) was florin in a _ C-54 aircraft, l

I

The transmitter and recetver horns (50 two-way beawidth) _ere mounted side by i
side and loo_nd at nadir through a port cut in the bottem of the fuselage of the air-
craft. The received signal was amplified at RY and fed directly into a dlode detector !
with a very fast response time. The detector output was displayed on the samplln 8 ',
seeps whose storage also permitted A/D conversion for recording on us8netic tape.

!
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The transmitter operated at 9.75 CHz with _ pulse-repetition frequency of
"°- 90 kHz. AlthouRh a n_rrower pulse was transmitted _nd Individual pulses recorded the

"individual" pulses did not correspond to a s!nHle transmitted pulse. The sampling
scope technique sequentially looked at dtfferopt ranges for the rot_lrned pulses corre-
sponaing to a series of transmitted pulses. The range changed by one quanttzation for
every six pulses but because they were so htF,hly correlated there w,ls no reduction of

" the Rayleigh fading of the signal. The output display rate was 90 llz, At the begin-
' nlng of each sweep, seven external channels were sampled followed by 160 data points

from the sampllng scope, In a typical display the 16() sample point._ would cover a lO0-
nsec time interval for a radar range window of 15 m and a range quantlzation of 0,625p

ns ec.

In 1973 this pulse-limited system acquired data at 3 km altitude under various
wind and sea conditions during the .Joint North Sea Wave, Project (JONfiWAP-2) off the

i coastal island of Sylt in Germany. The ability of such sytems to measure significant
wave height (SWH) was well demonstrated by inter-comparlson with waverider and pitch-

roll buoys, a shtpborne wave recorder._ and a laser profilometer (Walsh et al., 1978).

It was recognized that to achieve high re_olution at manageable peak power from

7 space would require leaving the narrow pulses generated by the NRI.radar and going _._

pulse-compr.ssion techniques. Also, the data volume which would be associated with
'. increasing the PRF to decrease the noise in the range measurement needed to be

reduced. To verify the v_.abiltty of this approach, Hughes Aircraft, working with WFF

under the NASA Advanced Appllcltlons Flight Experiments (AAFE) program, developed an

airborne pulse compression radar altimeter operating at 13.9 GHz. The AAFE Altimeter
was first flown in 1975 and achieved its 3 ns resolution using a wide bandwidth linear

P4 transmit :_aveform and a deramp stretch pulse compression processor. The wideband
signal is generated by an acoustic Reflective Array Compressor (RAG) device which

•' expanded a narrow pul_e i:Ltoan FH-modulated 3 us pulse. The deramp processor is

essentially a correlation mixer which mixed the returned signal with a chirped local
oscillator (LO) signal. The LO is a replica of the transmit waveform which is accu-

rately controlled by the altitude tracker to be nearly time coincident with the return

pulse. The output of the signal processor is taken from a bank of filters which corre-
sponds to 24 sampling range cells over a I0 m range window.

In addition to testing the I000 to I pulse compression application, this sytem had

greatly increased sophistication. It Is computer controlled and has selectable PRF,
pulse width, and range tracker parameters. It preavecages return pulses over 0.1 -_
second intervals to reduce the data volume, and computes and displays SWH in real time,

in addition to range and AGC. Its tracking accurac) is better than IO cm.

Up to this point, a pulse-limited radar altimeter's capabilities were limited to
measuring the range to the sea surface, the backscattered power, and the SWil of the
height distribution. It was decided to build a computer controlled, scanning narrow-

" beamed, radar system at 36 GHz which could generate a false-color coded elevation map

_.. of the sea surface below the aircraft in real time and routinely produce ocean
directional wave spectra _Ith of,-llne data processing. The Surface Contour Radar
(SCR), developed Jointly by NRL and tiff under the AAFE pro6ram, became operatlonal in
1978. The system (Kanney et el., 1979) has an oscillating mirror which scans a 0.85" x

1.2" pencil-beam laterally at 10 Hz to measure the elevations at 51 evenly spaced

points on the surface below the aircraft (Figure " ). At each ot the polnt_ the SCR
measures the slant range to the surface and corrects In real time for the off-nadir
angle of the bess to produce the elevatlo, of the pot .t in question _,lth respec.', to _.he [

,_ horizontal reference. The elevations are false-color coded and
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dlsp!ayed on the SCR color TV monitor so that real time e_tLm_tes nc SWH, dominant

wavelength, and direction of propagation can be made. The real time display allows the
sircr_ft _iciLude and flight lines to be optimized during a flight ove_ a visibility

obscuc_'d sea without prior knowledge of the wave conditions.

The limited peak power available at 36 GHz preclude_ tb= traE1smission of a I ns

pulse, but the SCR employs a different modulatlon technique than the AAFE Altimeter.

The contlnuouq w_ve (CW) transmitter is biphase modulated by a digitally generated

maximal length code sequence. _le return signal is a1_ocorrelated by a like sequence

with a variable time delay inserted. The code :ength and clock rate can be varlec,

providing selectable range resolutions of 0.15, 0.30, 0.61, and 1.52 m. For the 0.15 m

"; resolution there is at, effective 2048 to 1 compression ratio. At the m_'.tm.:m beam scan

rate of I0 Hz thc -ange windcw Is 4 m for the 0.15 m le_ol,l_ion.

Transformation by a two-dimenslonal F_T of the elevation map generated by the SCR

_ produces the sea surface directional wave spectrum (DWS). Comparison of the SCR DWS

., with In-situ sensors was made during the Atlantic Remote Sensing Land Ocean Experiment

(ARSLOE), a multlorganizatlon experiment held October 6-Jovember 30, 1980, near Duck,

North Carolina. When the SCR DWS was comparen with waveriders a_.] the XERB and ENOECO

pitch-and-roll buoys, there was excellent agreement between the non-dimensional spec-

trum and the angles associated with the AI, HI, aud A2, B2 Fourier coefficients. There
were indications that the in-situ sensors had calibration problems with the magnitudes

of the higher Fourier coefficients, and that the radar system may be able to measure up

to 13 Fourier coefficients compared to the flve of the pltch-and-roll buoys. The high

spatial resolution and rapid mapping capability over extensive areas make the SCR ideal

for the study of fetch-llmlted wave spectra, diffraction and refraction of waves in

coaqtal areas, and hurricanes and other highly mobile wave phenomena.
I

._ The future of airborne altimetry lies in using multlfrequency systems to refine
&

our knowledge of the effects of frequency dependent surface scattering as well as the i

_ perturbing effects of rain and clouds• Prelimimary work has already begun in this area !
using the combination of the AAFE Altimeter and the SCR which are both presently

q

located on the WFF P-3 aircraft.

Since the SCR measures both returned power and elevation to high spatial reso-
) lution, it can de_ermine for various sea states how the backscattered power per unit

i area varies as a function of the displacement from MS], (Walshet al., 1984) The SCR !

uses its pencil beam to determine the spot on the surface to be interrogated. This

allows independent histograms of the sea surface height distribution and the return _i

power d[strlbutlon to be developed from SCR data. The return power distribution (which I

--_r IS what an orbiting altimeter would measure) is shifted towards the troughs relative to i
the sur[ace height distribution. The measurements indicate that the range measured by ' j

a 36 GHz pulse-llmlted altimeter in space would be biased approximately 1.1% of the !
value of SW}{ towards the troughs. However, the EM bias of an altimeter operating at 13 !
GHz is of more Immediate interest because of the TOPEX mission• Since the AAFE

Altimeter does not have the spatlal resolution to measure EM bias by itself, the SCR

will take simultaneous data at 850 m altltude with the AAFE Altimeter (13 GHz) to pro-
vide a direct measure of EM bias at 13 GHz.

The indications are that satellite altimeters operating at 13 GHz should be

subject to an EM bias equal to 3% of the significant wave height (SWH) but this has not

been directly verified. Because of the high spatial resolution of the pencil beam of

the $CR, its range measurements are not subject to the EM bias effect and it can deter- )
mine the actual aircraft altitude.The SCR and AAFE Altimeter will take data simulta-
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neously during the NOAA Artic Cyclone Experiment iu January, 1984, while tl,e aircraft

. proceeds offshoLc of Greenland under fetcb-limlted conditions and returns. The
antennas o_ the two syz_ems have been colocated. The range_ determined [rom the

systems will be subtracted and any bias removed to make the dlfferc_re zero at the

start of the flight where the wave height was low. The range difference between the

two instruments should increase to 30 cm as the w_ve height _¢rea_es to LO m and then

decrease back to zero as the aircraft returns to shore. Figure 2 shows some _._eiim-

Inaly data acquired at 1350 m altitude with the SCR-AAFE Altimeter combination. The

top of the figure shows the variation in the raw altitude measurements of the two

systems. The bottom of the figure shows the range difference between the two systex_s

after some minor corrections to the SCR data. The high frequency noise in the range

difference is noL _ problem since SWH has a slow, trending variation and the data could

be averaged over several minutes. A potential problem is the slow oscillation _n the

mean value which was probably induced by aircraft pitch and roll effects on the AAFE
Altimeter. The altimeter beamwldth has been broadened from 15 ° to A5 ° to pl.uine _ the

attitude sensitivity and a delay llne has been added co allow it _c operate at 850 m

altitude where the signal level and spatial resolution on the SCE is better.

3. SATELLITE RADAR ALTIMETERS.

_ Table 2 compares _],e features = four _a_=_i_ -_ _+_o+_.o rhino _F _h===

radars have been place@ _n orbit. The first was aboard Skylab, which was l_',nched in

: '_ay, 1973. The second was cr GEOS 3, launched in March, 1975, and the third waz aboard

Seasat-l, launched in June, 1978. The AAFE Altimeter was the prototype of the Sea_t

altimeter which used a similar pulse co_presslon technique and effective pulse and also

preaveraged returned pulses over 0.I sec. These altimeters contributed to geodesy and t
earth physics and measured ocean mesoscale features, wave height, wind speed and ic_ !

boundaries.

The Geosat altimeter is scheduled for launch in the fall of 1984 and the ERS-I

altimeter is projected for 1988. Geosa_ and ER$-I _ro e_centiaily Seasat class

altimeters. The TOPEX altimeter is under development. Table 2 shows that the trend

has been towards more narrow effective pulses and higher PRF. There ha_ not been much

motivation for narrowing the effective pulse width beyond the 3 c_ width achiev_ _ ,_o t
Seasat. Ilowever, the pulse compression ratio has increased so that a lon_cr _rans-

mitred pulse with lower peak power could be utilized.

To date, the satellite altimeter has been a narrow swath instrument, but studies
have been carried out which indicate the possibility that a multlbeam altimeter v@th

additional beams displaced 25 to 50 km on either side of the nadir beam could greatly _

Improve the ocean mesoscale feature mapping capability. One suggestion for the multi- I

beam altimeter (Bush et al., 1984) is to use a TOPEX class altimeter and augment the I

nadir tracking pulse-llmlted altimeter wi_h _, additional antenna deployed cross-track !
_ (Figure 3). Each of the antennas would have multiple feeds to permit the illumination

of patches both left and right of nadir. The antenna pair would be connected by a T

and driven by a single transmltter-recelver so _hat interference lobes would be i

_ produced. Each Interferometer lobe would produce a return similar to that which would I
!

be obtained from a i rge antenna, allowing the radar to obtain precision off-nadlr I
altimetry by centrold tracking the central inter_erometer lobe. A single a_tenna would !

11" be used to track the nadir. I

Satellite roll constitutes a problem when trying to accurately measure range to a i

point off-nadlr. In an 800 km orbit, a multlbeam altimeter looking 50 km cross track !
would experience a 1 cm range change if the satellite roll angle changed by only 200
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nanoradlans. How would one tell the difference between a roll angle charge and a meso-

scale surface feature? The sGlution is to measure the roll independently. Measure-

. ,,_.._--_(Green et al., 1979) on a modified breadb, -d Dry Rotor Inertial Reference Unit-

II (DRIRU-I T is the NASA standard dual redundant titud_ reference for spacecraft)

have demonstraL_d its ability to measure angles to a precision of better than I00

nanoradians over a period of one hour. Achieving this angular noise performance

assumes a system operating in conjunction with other sensors and algorithms which can

_ estimate changes in the tlxed drift cf the gyro. Since mesoscale features would be

high frequency occurrences wlth encounter times on the order of ten seconds compared to
-_ the slow, trending variation of _olI whose dominant period would be on the order of an

_. orbit for a free flying s_tellite, low-pass filtering of the range data could supply

the information needed by the attitude system. The effect of the roll variation could

then be subtracted from the rang_ data for studying mesoscale features.

The advent of the space shuttle has made feasible the deployment of large antennas

in space. A large antenna would allow a down-looklng real aperture imaging system that

' has several advantages over the SAR. It could image the reflectivity of the surface

while it simultaneously measured the altitude, viewing the surface at near normal Inci-

-; dence. The nea_ nadir imaging capability would provide a viewing angle that couldL_
easily he matched with other imagery such as from cameras and IR scanners. Studies

_ have shown tnaL _e__ -=all radar is particularly sensitive to the ripening of crops and

_ soll moisture. The image productlon is a very simple low data rate assignment of
_: reflectlvity to a ground position not requiring the motion compensation, Fourier trans-

_ formations, or high data rates normally associated with SAR systems. The additional

height information provided for each resolution area would contribute to understanding
_ terrain contributions to plant conditions, measurement of plant heights or growth

_h _ates, determination of snowdepths, resolving atmospheric conditions such as rain, and
., su-veillance of ships and/or alrc_aft and other applications.

Large antenna studies such as recently conducted at the NASA Marshall Space Flight

Center (MSFC) and presently being conducted at the NASA Langley Research Center (LaRC)

are directly leading to the feasibility of a pushbroom image and contouring (PIC) radar

for future earth observations. The Harris Corporation (Marvin Sullivan, private
communication) is under contract to LaRC to fabricate a 15 m diameter hoop-column space

antenna which is a one-seventh scale engineering model for an eventual flight applica-

tion of a I00 m diameter antenna. The 15 m diameter antenna is presently being

assembled and is scheduled for RF testing in late 1984. It is projected to be flight

tested on the space shuttle in the 1986-87 time frame. In its initial configuration

the collapsible antenna will be roughness limited to a maximum operating frequency of 6

i to 8 GHz. However, the addition of more contouring cabling could Increase its
frequency response up to 13 GHz.

Recent algorithm development for satellite radar altimeters has focused on instru-

me-ts of the Seasat class. Since that instrument has the demonstrated capability of

measuring surface height variations to less than I0 cm, significant wave height to

within i0 cm of data buoys, and surface wind speeds to within 1.4 m/s of the data

buoys, the need for a new generation instrument might be questioned. But bear in mind

that the maximum wave height in the buoy comparisons was approximately 5.5 m and the

bulk of the wind speed values were less than 15 m/s (Fedor and Brown, 1982). Although

the Seasat altimeter worked very well, none of the above measurements have been

verified within severe storm re_ions; not necessarily because of the high wind speeds

and wave heights asoclated with storms, but due to the presence of rain which

attenuates and distorts the transmitted pulse. The ideal instrument to use to correct

for the effects of preclpltalon is the radar altimeter itself, since the data
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.% corrections will be co-located In space and time with the data to be corrected., When
the proper techniques and algorithms exist, the instrument could provide its own
measurement o_ cain rate. The advantage of aircraft borne instruments for this

, development is that it is economically reasonable to design experiments in an iteratlve

fashion, to test techniques and theories, and to compare the results _.ith the data from
other instruments.

The Seasat class radar altimeters were spec!f_cally designed for ocean returned

pul_es which assumed a distribution of spec,_!ar !,,,_qt_. When the pulse is reflected
from a few smooth surfaces, the signal can be highly peaked and variable, making it

difficult to track and estimate returned power w{t_: the existing algorithms. It is

necessary to develop models for surfaces that :Iree,,(_:ntered over land, sea Ice, and
sheet ice. It would be beneficial to develop, ,_ew_eneration aircraft borne radar

altimeter as a mobile laboratory to expand _;,e=_:_a_ilitte8 of future satellite radar

altimeters. In addition, it could be csed as au A_'?iSEA inte_actlon instrument in

concert with other remote sensing instrume,,__ _ct: _eteorologtcal and oceanographic,

in a variety of experiments. These experiments would be concerned with hostile

environments (such as provlded by topical ana extra-troplcal cyclones and the marginal

7 ice zone), oceanographic features provided by current systems, and the passage of

meteorological fronts.

I In order to be able to provide the research capablllties for problems such as

described above, the Advanced Technology Airborne Radar Altimeter (_TARA) would have to
have several distinct characteristics. First, it would need to have at least ICO dB of

dymanlc range in order to sample the large specular returns e_ao_mtered from new sea

ice without saturating and also weak returns fro_ raln and liquid water above the
surface. Within existing technology, it is possible to provide intensive sampllng of

: the returned pulse both from and above the surface. It is possible to sample the whole !

returned pulse using seJeral thousand sampling gates. Having the capability of
recording every pulse return would aid in the development of scattering models over
land and Ice, improved tracking algorithms that would automatically respond to th_ type

of surface being interrogated, and preclpltaton models that would extend the physical
parameters that can be measured by a radar altimeter. ATARA would have on board data

processing capabilities that could be refined for eventual satellite applications. It
would be used as a validation instrument for future satellite radar altimeters.

The development of airborne and satellite radar altimeters has been closely Inter-

twined. Although ATARA could provide the research tool to understand some of the more

complex returns encountered by the satellite Instruments, each has unique operational
capabilities. The airborne altimeter could be used in specific experiments to

• understand physical proesses, while the satellite altimeter could provide high

_, resolution global measurement of the same processes.
i
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Figure i. The basic measurement geometry of the Surface Contour Radar.
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Figure 3. The basic measurement geometry of the interferometrlc multlbeam i
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